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Chapter 2

A Novel Approach to Atmospheric Dispersion Modelling:
The Puff-Particle Model (PPM)*

Abstract—The Puff-Particle Model (PPM) uses a new approach to problems of three-dimensional

atmospheric dispersion from micro- to meso-scale. The pollutant particles are grouped in clusters

treated as Gaussian puffs, which are dispersed making use of the concept of relative diffusion. The

centre of mass of each puff is moved along a stochastic trajectory. This trajectory is derived from

particle trajectories given by a Lagrangian stochastic-dispersion model. In this way, the PPM

retains the advantages of traditional puff models and those of particle models, and is able to take

into account the correct probability density function of the stochastic velocity components. The

effect of meandering (caused by turbulent eddies larger than the puff but not resolved by the flow

field) is simulated by the puff centre trajectories, yielding a complete description of dispersion. The

PPM is validated using measurements from three tracer experiments in Copenhagen, Lillestrøm and

Kincaid.

Key words: Lagrangian dispersion, model validation, particle model, puff model, relative diffusion.

2.1  INTRODUCTION

Particle models (or random flight models) are generally accepted to be most appropriate to describe

dispersion from passive non-buoyant releases in inhomogeneous turbulence (Wilson and Sawford

1996). In particular, dispersion in the convective boundary layer is successfully modelled using this

approach (e.g. Luhar and Britter 1989; Hurley and Physick 1993; Rotach et al. 1996). According to

the underlying theory they yield ensemble plume statistics, i.e. absolute dispersion. The major

disadvantage of this model type is its excessive consumption of computing time. Puff models are

much faster (and thus less computing time demanding) than particle models, but still allow for

simulating dispersion in inhomogeneous turbulence. When using relative dispersion to grow the

puffs, this approach is furthermore suited to model instantaneous releases (one single realisation of
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a plume). This quality makes them useful for predicting concentration fields for cases of hazardous

releases of toxic material (Mikkelsen and Larsen 1984). On the other hand, when being used in

conjunction with absolute dispersion, puff models yield ensemble plume statistics. Since the shape

of the puffs often is assumed to be Gaussian, these predictions might be less accurate than those of

particle models, especially for non-Gaussian turbulence (convective conditions), but again, they are

‘cheaper’ in terms of computing time. As additional advantages over particle models, puff models

allow for a reasonable description of the effects of buoyant emissions (plume rise) and might even

allow for treating chemical reactions within the puffs.

The Puff-Particle Model (PPM) attempts to combine the advantages of both these model types. As

a ‘generic puff model’ it is able to predict instantaneous statistics but it uses the information of its

‘particle part’ to describe the trajectories of the puffs, thus assuring an optimal representation of the

dispersion process even under convective conditions.

Hurley (1994) has proposed a model ‘Partpuff’ which goes in the same direction as the PPM, but is

based on a different concept. Essentially, he uses a one-dimensional particle model to describe the

vertical dispersion while assuming a horizontal dispersion of Gaussian shape. Another model, the

RAPTAD (Random Particle Transport and Diffusion) model of Yamada and Bunker (1988),

combines a particle model with absolutely dispersed Gaussian puffs. This approach is compared to

the PPM in more detail in section 2.3.

The principles of the PPM were first described in de Haan and Rotach (1995). Here, a full

description will be provided (section 2.2), several improvements of the original concept are

presented (section 2.3) and the model is extensively validated against tracer data (section 2.4).

2.2  PRINCIPLES OF THE PPM

2.2.1 The concept

In short, puff models simulate the dispersion of a ‘cluster of pollutant particles’, which is released

as an entity, by following it on a trajectory and continuously increasing the puff’s dimensions.

Basically, it can be distinguished between two different approaches:

• If the puff model aims at identifying the puff with an individual, physically realistic cluster of

particles, the concept of relative dispersion (i.e. 2-particle statistics, Borgas and Sawford 1994)

has to be used. This concept takes into account that eddies smaller than the actual puff size will

contribute to its growth while larger eddies move the puff as a whole (Fig. 1). Relative
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dispersion accounts for the dispersion of a cluster with respect to the centre of mass of the

cluster. This way, the dispersion of a single plume is described correctly.

• If the puff model has the goal to predict the dispersion of an ensemble of plumes rather than a

single plume, absolute dispersion should be used to describe the growth of the puffs. These

puffs are not corresponding to any cluster in nature. They are an average over many

realisations of individual clusters. Most formulations in the literature of absolute dispersion

correspond to an plume averaging time of roughly one hour, corresponding to the spectral gap

between synoptic and turbulent frequencies. Absolute dispersion then gives an estimate of the

mean dispersion of a plume averaged over one hour, which is the combined effect of relative

diffusion and of the meandering of the puff respective to a fixed point, caused by eddies larger

than the puff.

modified particle trajectory

growth of puff

Figure 1 The puff-particle model groups together pollutant particles in puffs, whose centres of mass are
moved along particle trajectories calculated by a stochastic particle model.

This means that puff models using absolute dispersion are able to predict ensemble plume

concentrations. They are not suited to give correct concentration predictions for instantaneous

releases (systematically overpredicting dispersion and hence underpredicting concentrations). For

the latter case, relative diffusion should be used. When using relative diffusion in puff models, the

predicted spread of a puff resembles the spread of one single pollutant cluster, but no prediction can

be made about the amount of meandering of the trajectory of such a single cluster. However, for

near-field predictions, the dispersing effect of meandering should be taken into account since

otherwise, concentrations might be overpredicted.

When modelling instantaneous releases, flow fields may often be available for several times during

one hour. However, the use of absolute dispersion can only be justified if the time, T, between the

succeeding flow fields available to the dispersion model is at least roughly 30 min. If T becomes

smaller, an increasing range of turbulent eddies will be resolved by the flow fields. Their dispersing

effect is also included in absolute dispersion, leading to overestimated total dispersion. One way to
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circumvent this problem would be to adjust the turbulence parameters σu, σv, and σw that are used

to determine the rate of growth of the puffs so they correspond to T.

If, on the other hand, relative diffusion together with frequently updated flow fields are used, there

generally will be a ‘gap of dispersion’ not covered by the flow fields nor by the relative dispersion.

This gap will be largest in the beginning when the puff is small and vanishes later on, when the size

of the puff reaches the order of Tu , where u  is a representative mean wind speed.

In practice it is difficult (or at least computationally very expensive) to provide the flow field at a

sufficiently high temporal rate. For example, Thykier-Nielsen et al. (1994) use three ten-minute

intervals to simulate the low frequency contribution to the puff movement over a period of half an

hour.

In the PPM the concept of relative diffusion is used to describe the spread of individual puffs as in

other puff models (Mikkelsen and Larsen 1984; Thykier-Nielsen et al. 1989). The ‘gap’ in the

description of dispersion is ‘filled in’ by artificially generating the meandering of the puffs’ centres

of mass. These meandering trajectories aim at simulating the meandering effect of all those eddies

not resolved by the flow field but still larger than the puff. These trajectories of the puffs’ centres of

mass are determined from ‘particle trajectories’ as obtained from a stochastic particle dispersion

model (Fig. 1). This concept has several advantages:

• The puff-particle approach gives a realistic picture of the transport (caused by the mean wind,

and provided by the flow field updates), the amount of meandering (covered by the stochastic

puff centre trajectories) and the diffusion of the release itself (caused by eddies smaller than the

size of the puff, and taken into account by relative diffusion). The amount of meandering

which has to be simulated by the puff centre trajectories depends on T.

• For the computation of ensemble plume statistics (absolute dispersion), an average is taken

over many of such single meandering plume realisations. The ‘particle-part’ of the PPM thus

fills the ‘gap’ (if there is one) in dispersion caused by the spectral gap between the range of

eddies resolved by the flow field and those covered by relative diffusion.

• It is possible to have only one single flow field computation which may even be determined

from parametrized flow and turbulence profiles in horizontally homogeneous conditions. In

this case, T is set equal to the total averaging time for the concentration measurements,

normally equal to the total duration of the experiment to be simulated.

• Dispersion in convective boundary layers can be simulated realistically with the PPM. With

conventional puff models reasonable results are difficult to obtain unless a highly sophisticated
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model (e.g. Large-Eddy Simulation) is used to produce the meteorological information (which,

in turn, makes it unnecessary to use any dispersion model).

The ‘particle part’ of the PPM accounts for the effects of eddies larger than the actual puff size,

which move the puff as a whole (meandering). In consequence, the cycling frequencies represented

by this meandering must correspond to the turbulent eddies to be simulated, i.e. the low-frequency

part of the energy spectrum. This is done by defining a threshold frequency, n*, changing with puff

size, i.e. travel time. With increasing puff size, large parts of the turbulent fluctuations will have to

be eliminated from the particle trajectories when using them as puff centre trajectories in the

particle part of the PPM (low-pass filter). Eventually, this allows for ‘turning off’ the particle part

when the puff size has reached a certain extent (see section 2.3). Since absolute dispersion as

simulated by stochastic particle models is not an explicit function of T, but only assumes that T is in

the so-called ‘spectral gap’, no high-pass filter is used in the PPM. This would be necessary for T

smaller than approximately 15 min.

Two possible interpretations can be given for the concept of the PPM. Firstly, it can be viewed as a

modified puff model, in which the dispersion is described correctly, since the effect of all eddies

not resolved by the flow field is simulated using the particle part of the PPM. On the other hand,

the PPM may be considered a method to speed up a true particle model by combining each, say,

100 particles into one puff, thereby saving considerable computing time. Due to the additional

calculation of the dispersion of the puffs, puff splitting schemes etc., the PPM is approximately

twenty times faster than a comparable particle model.

2.2.2 The puff part of the PPM

In the PPM, all pollutants are described as clusters of particles and are approximated by three-

dimensional Gaussian puffs. With the puff-particle approach, the dispersing effect of the turbulent

eddies smaller than the puff itself are taken into account by the puff part of the model, whereas the

effect of the larger eddies is simulated by the particle part. Within the statistical approach to

describe dispersion of passive scalars, a distinction must be made between the dispersion of

particles relative to a fixed co-ordinate system (absolute dispersion) and the spread of a cluster of

particles (relative diffusion). One of the first to point out this fundamental difference was

Richardson (1926). The first approach treats every particle as being independent (1-particle

statistics) and thus can only describe absolute dispersion of the plume. To describe the effects of

relative diffusion, 2-particle statistics must be used (see, e.g., Borgas and Sawford 1994, for a
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review). During its growth, a cluster of particles is affected by an increasing range of turbulent

eddies, since larger and larger eddies will be capable of separating two particles from each other as

puff sizes grow. On the other hand, within the framework of absolute dispersion, turbulent eddies

of all sizes are capable of influencing the distance of a single particle from its point of release, thus

enhancing the plume dimensions.

To identify the cluster, marked passive particles with an absolute velocity u within the fluid are

followed, released at a time t = 0. The spread, σ, of such a cluster at subsequent times is defined as:

( ) ( ){ }2

0

2 d∫=
t

t ττνσ , (1)

where the integration runs along a Lagrangian orbit cmVu −=ν , and the absolute velocity of the

centre of mass of the cluster is denoted by Vcm. The overbar in Eq. (1) and subsequently up to

section 2.2.4 denotes the average over all the particles within the puff, and the angular brackets

throughout refer to an ensemble average. Mikkelsen et al. (1987) use a kinematic-statistical model

in which the rate of growth (Batchelor 1952; Smith and Hay 1961) of the puff:

( ) ( )∫ −=
t

tt
t 0

2

d2
d

d ττννσ
(2)

is related to one-dimensional velocity spectra. They assume that the stochastic displacements of the

particles obey independent and identical Gaussian statistics, thus leading to clusters of particles (i.e.

puffs) being of Gaussian shape.

Batchelor (1952) distinguishes ‘near-field’, ‘intermediate range’ and ‘far-field’ approximate

solutions to Eq. (2). In the initial phase of spread of the puff, the initial size of the puff, σ0, is an

important parameter. For travel times ( ){ } 21
22

0 0νσ<t , he gives as the near-field approximation:

( ) ( ) 222
0

2
nf 0 tt νσσ += . (3)

For the ‘intermediate’ time interval, when viscosity and the initial puff size are no longer dominant

parameters, but before the Lagrangian integral time scale TL becomes an important scaling

parameter (i.e. for times corresponding to a frequency in the inertial subrange), the intermediate-

field approximation is:

( ) 32
if tCt εσ = , (4)

where ε denotes the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy. Mikkelsen et al. (1987) relate Eq.

(4) to the universal constant of the Lagrangian structure function, C0, as ( ) ( ) 33
0

2 tCt εσ = . Recent
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estimates for C0 indicate that 5.00.30 ±=C  (Du et al. 1995; Rotach 1995), so that the

corresponding value of C in Eq. (4) has been chosen equal to unity in the present work.

For LTt > , Eq. (2) reduces to the description of single-particle dispersion in the far-field limit

(Taylor 1921), thus leading to the far-field formulation:

( ) tTut L
22

ff 2=σ . (5)

Evaluating ( )02ν  from Eq. (3) is not trivial. If the initial fluctuating velocity components of the

particles within the puff originate from a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution (leading to

( ) 00cm

rr
=V  for the cluster):

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0000 2E
3

2E
2

2E
1

2 wrvrur ′+′+′=ν , (6)

with the velocity variances being evaluated at t = 0. Here, ( )02u′ , ( )02v′  and ( )02w′  denote

the variances corresponding to this Gaussian distribution, and are equal to the variances of the

longitudinal, lateral and vertical turbulent velocities, respectively, at the point of release. Equation

(6) does not depend on the correlation coefficient ( )22 wuwu ′′′′=ρ  of the distribution.

Recall that ν denotes the absolute velocity relative to the puff’s centre, whereas the iu′  refer to the

fixed coordinate system with the u-axis parallel to the direction of the mean wind.

The three terms ( )3,2,1E =iri  in Eq. (6) range from zero for point releases to unity for very large

source sizes. They indicate what amount of the total kinetic energy is represented by eddies smaller

than the initial source size. The superscript E denotes that they depend on the Eulerian turbulent

velocity spectra at the point of release. The definition of these ratios is given in section 2.3, where

ratios depending on Lagrangian spectra are also investigated.

In atmospheric dispersion modelling with Gaussian puffs, which are characterised by the values of

the three standard deviations, ( )3,2,1=isi  for the longitudinal, lateral and vertical direction,

respectively, σ2 in Eqs. (1) to (5) can be replaced by si
2 if ( )02ν  is replaced by ( )02

iu  and 2u

by 2
iu  (Eq. 5), where ( ) ( )wvuuuu ′′′= ,,,, 321 .

In the PPM, Eqs. (3), (4) and (5) are used to describe the growth of puffs for small, intermediate

and large travel times, respectively. These equations give puff standard deviations as a function of

t. In Lagrangian particle models, t is not normally known (and causes problems after furcation of

puffs where the puff dimensions become smaller, see below). Therefore, the pseudo-time method,

which is frequently used in Lagrangian puff models (e.g. Scire et al. 1995), is applied to Eqs. (3) to

(5). At the beginning of time step ttt ∆+=′ , with the spread σt of the puff at time t, we calculate a

pseudo-time ( )tf στ =  using Eqs. (3), (4) or (5). Then, we evaluate ( )ttt ∆+=+ σσ 1 . This scheme
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allows for inhomogeneous and nonstationary turbulence conditions. When a puff travels from a

region with a low turbulence level into a region with high turbulence, its pseudo-time will change.

This change in pseudo-time reflects the fact that the turbulence spectrum at the new location has

changed, i.e. the rate of growth, depending on the turbulent kinetic energy of those eddies being

small enough to disperse the puff, has increased. For TL, the estimates of Gryning et al. (1987) are

adopted.
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Figure 2 Puff spread σ (as defined by Eq. 1) as a function of travel time t. The upper solid line is calculated

from Taylor’s (1921) single particle diffusion theory, ( )ttut a
22 dd5.0 =σ , where

( ) ( ) ξξ dTtt
t

a ∫ −=
0 Lexp  is assumed and an initial source size σ0 = 2 m was adopted. The lower

solid line shows the integration of Eqs. (3), (4) and (5), where the vertical dotted lines mark the

change between them. Also shown (dashed line) is the puff formula of Pasquill and Smith (1983),

tu
21

2
0max ασσ += , with the re-evaluated value α = 0.30.

Figure 2 shows the resulting puff size under modestly convective conditions. Since Eq. (3) is valid

for ( ){ } 21
22

0 0νσ<t , the transition from the near-field to the intermediate field approximation is

assumed at a threshold time ( ){ } 21
22

011 0νσct = , with c1 = 0.5. The transition from the

intermediate to the far-field formulation is assumed to take place as soon as tddσ  from Eqs. (4)

and (5) become equal, i.e. at ( ) ( ) εL
2

2 231 Tut = . Figure 2 shows that the difference in puff

dimensions from absolute and relative diffusion is largest in the intermediate field. The
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approximation of Pasquill and Smith (1983, pp. 230–232, dashed line in our Fig. 2) is valid for

near-field and intermediate-field travel times only, since it does not approach the Taylor (1921)

limit (Eq. (5)).

The initial standard deviations of the puff’s normal distribution equal the radius of the source. All

emitted puffs carry an initial mass such that the sum of the puffs which are emitted per unit time

equals the emission rate of the source. During a simulation time step of, say, 1 second, the centres

of mass of the puffs are moved along a trajectory derived from particle trajectories (see section

2.3). Based on the new position and the travel distance, new puff dimensions σ1 are calculated.

Furthermore, an option allows for the puffs to be split up into several new puffs, for example after

exceeding the grid size of the wind field in either direction. This mass-consistent procedure is

called furcation and its implementation in the PPM is a modified version of the procedure of

Thykier-Nielsen et al. (1989). In the PPM, a trifurcation is applied in the vertical direction and a

pentafurcation (the original puff is replaced by five new puffs) in the horizontal plane. The new

puffs have half the size and are placed half a standard deviation apart from the original puff, and

one new puff is placed at the original location itself. The masses of the new puffs are chosen such

that the new total density distribution (of the three or five furcated puffs) is as similar as possible to

the distribution of the original puff.

Any location within the three-dimensional domain can be specified as a ‘receptor’. This procedure

based on time steps of 1 second is repeated until the pollutant concentrations have reached a quasi-

steady state at the receptor point most distant from the source. Typically, the trajectories of about

1000 puffs are followed to model three-dimensional concentration patterns.

2.2.3 The stochastic dispersion model

To move the centres of mass of the puffs, any particle model can be used in principle. In the PPM, a

three-dimensional Lagrangian stochastic-dispersion model is used that fulfills the well-mixed

condition for neutral to convective conditions. It is based on a model described in Rotach et al.

(1996) but is expanded to three dimensions. This model allows for a continuous transition between

correlated Gaussian turbulence on the one hand, and uncorrelated skewed turbulence on the other,

of which the latter is characteristic for the convective boundary layer. The evolution of velocity u
r

and position x
r

 of tracer particles is described by the stochastic differential equations

( ) jijii bttuxau ξdd,,d += rr
 so that tux dd

rr = . The dξi must be a Wiener process with zero mean and
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variance dt. The well-mixed criterion (Thomson 1987) requires that the probability density function

(pdf) of the particle velocities, P2d, fulfils the Fokker-Planck equation:

( ) ( ) ( )d2

2

d2d2d2 PB
uu

Pa
u

Pu
x

P
t ij

ji
i

i
i

i ∂∂
∂+

∂
∂−

∂
∂−=

∂
∂

(7)

where 2Bij = bijbjk. Equation (7) is used to derive the functions ai and bi (see Rotach et al. 1996 for

details). For stationary turbulence it can be written:

( ) iij
j

i PB
u

Pa Φ+
∂
∂= d2d2 , (8)

where Φi obeys:

( )d2Pu
xu i

i
i

i ∂
∂−=Φ

∂
∂

, (9)

with the restriction on Φi that 0→Φ i  for ∞→u
r

.

The particle model of Rotach et al. (1996) is constructed from a two-dimensional pdf P2d:

( ) gcu PfPfPP −+= 1d2 (10)

where Pc is a one-dimensional skewed pdf for the vertical velocity (Luhar and Britter 1989). Pu is a

one-dimensional Gaussian distribution of the horizontal longitudinal velocity component, Pg is a

two-dimensional jointly Gaussian distribution for u′  and w′  and f is a transition function. If f = 1,

the total pdf becomes equal to cu PP ⋅  (i.e. the velocity components are uncorrelated, w is skewed).

On the other hand, if f = 0, u′  and w′  are jointly Gaussian distributed. From this pdf the model for

the velocity increments is constructed in the usual manner (see e.g. Thomson 1987).

The transition function f is formulated in such a way that for large ∗w  (the convective velocity

scale) f becomes unity throughout most of the boundary layer and equals zero over large parts of a

neutral or stable boundary layer ( )0=∗w . Thus, it is assumed that the transitions from a Gaussian

to a skewed distribution in w′  on the one hand and from correlated to uncorrelated velocity

fluctuations ( )wu ′′,  are occurring at the same rate, governed by the transition function f, as stability

changes. For more details about the transition function f, see Rotach et al. (1996).

To extend the above model to three dimensions, the lateral velocity fluctuations, v′ , are assumed to

be fully independent of the other fluctuations, with a Gaussian pdf. Thus, the three dimensional

total pdf is constructed through Ptot = P2d Pv, where Pv is the Gaussian distribution of the lateral

velocity component. The three-dimensional model is again constructed according to the constraints

outlined by Thomson (1987). This requires for horizontally homogeneous conditions:
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( )vi
i

PPw
zu

⋅′
∂
∂−=Φ

∂
∂

d2 . (11)

In order to retain the formulations of the two-dimensional model, we take d2
uΦ  and d2

wΦ , which

fulfill:

( )d2
d2d2 Pw

zwu wu ′
∂
∂−=Φ

∂
∂+Φ

∂
∂

. (12)

On defining vuu P⋅Φ=Φ d2  and vww P⋅Φ=Φ d2 , this leads to:

( )vv P
z

Pw
v ∂

∂′−=Φ
∂
∂

d2 , (13)

so that:

( ) ∫
′

∞−−∞=′ 






∂
∂′−=Φ−′Φ

v

vvv vP
z

Pwv dd2 , (14)

where the second term on the left hand side of Eq. (14) equals zero. The solution of this integral is

straight forward and the final result is:

z
PvPw v

v
vv ∂

∂′⋅′=Φ
σ

σ
1

d2 , (15)

where σv is the standard deviation of the lateral velocity component in Pv.

2.2.4 Parametrisation of turbulence statistics

In principle, the PPM can be driven with any kind of meteorological input. If no measurements or

output from a flow simulation is available, similarity formulations are used. Essentially, the

formulations employed are those from Rotach et al. (1996). However a revised formulation is used

for the profile of Reynolds stress. In a near-neutral boundary layer, the Reynolds stress profile has

been parametrized by Brost et al. (1982) as:

( ) 





−−=′′ ∗

iz

z
uzwu 12 , (16)

where from now on the overbar stands for an average over time; ∗u  is the friction velocity. For

stable conditions it has been parametrized by Nieuwstadt (1984) as:

( )
23

2 1 





−−=′′ ∗

iz

z
uzwu , (17)

where zi is used for the mixing layer height of the convective boundary layer as well as for the

depth of the stable boundary layer. Rotach et al. (1996) have slightly modified Eq. (16) in order to
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obtain an approximately constant Reynolds stress within the surface layer. (This can be desirable

when focusing on dispersion problems within the surface layer or close to the surface. In such cases

the ‘constant-flux assumption’ is then consistent with the more general Reynolds stress

parametrization.) Here, a minor modification to their formulation is proposed, which allows it to

cover both the unstable (Eq. 16) and stable (Eq. 17) boundary layer:

( ) Ψ





−−=′′ ∗

a

iz

z
uzwu 12 , (18)

where:

( ) ( ){ }
a

iz

z






−−+=Ψ − 1logit1logit1 ξξ , (19)

with a = 1 for near-neutral conditions, 23=a  in a stable boundary layer, 5.01.0 −= izzξ  and

( ) ( )
( )ξ

ξξ
exp1

exp
logit

+
= . (20)

The function Ψ  alters the original parametrizations, Eqs. (16) and (17), only slightly in the region

of the surface layer, where the value of ( )zwu ′′  becomes approximately constant and

asymptotically approaches 2
∗− u  near the ground.

2.3  REDUCTION OF THE LARGE-SCALE CONTRIBUTION AS PUFF SIZES GROW

The particle-part of the PPM represents the contributions for the whole turbulence energy spectrum.

However, the relative diffusion in the puff-part of the PPM already accounts for the effects of all

eddies smaller than, or equal to, the puff size. With this, the total dispersion is overestimated more

and more as the travel time increases, leading to underestimated ground-level concentrations far

away from the source.

The procedure to circumvent this problem in the PPM is very simple: the turbulent velocities of the

individual particles as calculated by the particle part of the model are smoothed, so that they only

take into account the low-frequency part of the spectrum. The stochastic movement of the puff's

centre is then based on these smoothed turbulent velocities. This approach is more accurate than

smoothing the particle trajectories directly. This would prevent puff trajectories from closely

approaching either the ground or the upper model-boundary, since particles are reflected there, and

a smoothed trajectory will thus never reach these reflecting boundaries. When smoothing the
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turbulent velocities instead, the puff centres will still be well mixed all over the boundary layer as

soon as the particles positions are well mixed.
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Fig. 3. Determination of the ratio of turbulent eddies smaller and larger than the puff size, example for
the vertical velocity component. The spectral density corresponds to a surface layer formulation of
Højstrup (1981), with L = –10 m and zi = 1000 m. The thin line shows the Eulerian spectrum, and
the thick line the derived Lagrangian spectrum. The frequencies where their peaks occur are
denoted as fmE and fmL, respectively. See text for further definitions and explanation.

To calculate the amount of dispersion which has to be ‘smoothed away’, the proportion of relative

to absolute dispersion is calculated by means of the energy spectra. This proportion depends on the

Lagrangian properties along the trajectory of the centre of the puff. Using Taylor’s frozen-

turbulence hypothesis, a frequency ( ) ( )zyxzyx tun ,,,, 2σ=∗  for each direction is defined from the

actual puff sizes σx, σy, σz (i.e. the standard deviations). We denote the integral over the low-

frequency part of the Lagrangian energy spectrum as ( )wvuiui ,,
eff

2 = , where

∫= in

n ii nSu
min

d
eff

2 , where Si is the Lagrangian spectral density. Then, the ratio 2

eff

2
iii uur =  is

determined (Fig. 3). The integration of the whole spectrum runs from ηun =max , where

( ) 413 ενη =  is the Kolmogorov micro-scale, ν is the kinematic molecular viscosity and ε as before
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is the dissipation rate, to Tn 1min = , where T is the averaging time for the measurements of the

properties of the flow field, i.e. ∫= max

min

d2 n

n ii nSu . This ratio ri denotes the amount of dispersion

which is not covered by relative dispersion.

To filter out the effect of the high-frequency part of the energy spectrum (i.e. the small eddies), a

smoothing procedure over time is applied. The time series of stochastic turbulent velocity

components of each particle is smoothed by use of a procedure with the effect of a low-pass filter.

The trajectory of the centre of mass of the puffs is then calculated based on the time series of these

smoothed turbulent velocities.

As the smoothing procedure, a Kalman filter is applied (see de Haan and Rotach 1997 for more

details on Kalman filtering). This filtering technique is normally used to filter a ‘true’ value out of a

noisy signal. It is especially suited, however, to smooth time series from stochastic processes. A

traditional running mean, smoother for any instant of the time series, would rely on both past and

future values (which are not yet known within stochastic processes), and requires all these values to

be stored in the model (necessitating a huge storage capacity, as many values for thousands of

three-dimensional trajectories are to be smoothed). The Kalman filter makes use of the fact that the

order and the basic parameter of the underlying stochastic process of the particle model are known

(an AR(1)-process, see Section 2.2.3), and for any time step it depends only on the smoothed value

at the previous time step.

The amount of smoothing depends on the so-called ‘window width’, τ. It is chosen to be zero as

ri = 1 (i.e. for a very small puff the particle velocities are not smoothed at all). For large puffs

0→ir , and accordingly ∞→τ  is used in the PPM; thus the smoothing increases as the puffs

grow. The ratios ri are evaluated for each puff individually. As long as the puff sizes are small, the

ri will remain close to unity. Thus the turbulent velocities of the centres of the puffs within the PPM

will closely resemble those of the particles (Fig. 4). As puff size grows, the values of the ri decrease

and eventually approach zero, leading to only minor turbulent movements of the puff centres. This

allows the particle model within the PPM to be switched off as soon as ri equals zero, then moving

the puff centres with the average flow field only. For far-field concentration predictions, this causes

considerable computational savings. Even when averaged over T, the velocity fluctuation of a

stochastic process will not give exactly zero. Therefore, to ensure that the smoothed turbulent

velocities approach zero as 0→ir , the smoothed values are multiplied by the factor

( ){ }[ ]5.05.0sin5.0 +−irπ . Figure 4 depicts this procedure of smoothing the time series of the

particle turbulent velocities, as calculated by the particle part of the model. More details about the
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application of a Kalman filter to remove the relative dispersion from particle velocities which

account for absolute dispersion can be found in de Haan and Rotach (1997).

-6

-3

0

3
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0 200 400 600t  [s]

u’ [m s-1]

Figure 4 Example of smoothing of the time series of the turbulent velocity (u’) as calculated by the particle
model (solid line) with a Kalman filter (dashed line). The envelope (dotted lines) marks the
interval ( ) ( )xtu στ±′ . Conditions of forced convection ( -1sm4.0=∗u , L = –50 m, zi = 2000 m,

-1sm4.3=u ) are used for this example. See text for definitions and further explanation.

The literature about the form of Lagrangian velocity spectra is very sparse. Generally, it is assumed

that the spectra show the same form as measured Eulerian fixed-point spectra, but are shifted

towards lower frequencies by a factor mLmE ff=β , where the non-dimensional frequency

( )unzf =  where the maximum of the spectrum occurs is denoted by fmE and fmL for the Eulerian

and Lagrangian spectra, respectively (see Fig. 3). Pasquill and Smith (1983; pp. 80–87) give as the

best estimate from several different measurements 6.0≈iβ , where ui uσ=  is the turbulence

intensity. In the PPM, an additional upper limit of 4 is assumed for β under weak turbulence

conditions, which is supported by the measurements reported by Pasquill and Smith (1983; their

Fig. 2.19).

Models of Eulerian velocity spectra are then taken from Højstrup (1981) for the unstable surface

layer and Højstrup (1982) for the unstable planetary boundary layer. The model of Kaimal et al.

(1972) is used for the neutrally stratified surface layer. For the stable surface layer, the model of

Olesen et al. (1984) is adopted. For the upper part of the neutral and of the stable boundary layer,

no parametrizations for the velocity spectra can be found in the literature. In the present work, the
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same formulations as for the surface layer are used. Each of the above models is either given as an

expression of the form ( ) 1351
−+ DfC  or as ( ) 35

11 1 −+ fBA , or as a sum of both forms. To allow for

an analytical integration between the boundaries fmin, f* and fmax, the models of the form

( ) 1351
−+ DfC  are transformed into the form ( ) 35

22 1 −+ fBA  by use of the transformations
5352

2 5.1 DB =  and ( ) CA 53
2 5.11.3= . This ensures that the position of the maximum and the total

integral are conserved. These transformations modify the shape of the spectrum from a ‘pointed’ to

a more ‘blunted’ shape. ( )nnSi  becomes larger at small and large n, and smaller around the

position of the maximum. In the present work, ( )nnSi  is only used to calculate ri. The change in ri

caused by the above transformations depends on the spectral model used. The maximum decrease

in ri occurs for 1.0≈f  (and is about –12% in the most extreme case, where the original spectrum

only consists of an expression of the form ( ) 1351
−+ DfC ), and the maximum increase occurs at

10≈f  (+14%).

The approach outlined in this section aims at letting the dispersion in the ‘puff-part’ and in the

‘particle-part’ of the model sum up to 100%. Yamada and Bunker (1988) report that their RAPTAD

model yields best results when their full particle model is used together with Gaussian shaped

density estimators (e.g. puffs). These puffs are applied to each particle position, and enable the

model to produce much smoother concentration fields as compared to the box-counting of particles.

To determine the standard deviations of the puffs, absolute diffusion is used (Eq. (5)). Yamada and

Bunker (1988) investigated the effect of reducing the amount of dispersion in the particle and puff

parts of their model. They found that using the full particle model and absolute diffusion for the

puffs yields better results as compared to enforcing the diffusion of the particle and puff parts of the

model to sum up to 100%. It appears that they reduced the dispersion of both model parts with

constant factors, not depending on the size of the puff. It is clear that the combination of a full

particle model with absolutely dispersed puffs theoretically leads to an overestimation of

dispersion. The good results reported by Yamada and Bunker might be explained by the fact that

they apply their combined model to distances of 10 to 20 km from the source, i.e. clearly in the far-

field limit. In this limit, relative and absolute dispersion differ from one another only marginally

(see Fig. 2). Thus it becomes evident from the above considerations that the puff part of the model

is expected to account for almost 100% of the total dispersion, and in the far-field limit the question

whether actually relative or absolute dispersion is used is of no importance. As soon as puff

dispersion is the larger effect than particle dispersion, the latter will hardly influence the resulting

concentration distribution. This is illustrated by the fact that Yamada and Bunker mention that the
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amount of dispersion covered by the particle model is rather insensitive, and that correct

concentration distributions are yielded as long as the puffs use full absolute dispersion (which

equals relative diffusion in the far-field limit), and are not reduced by multiplication with a constant

factor. Hence, for mesoscale applications as in Yamada and Bunker (1988), the particle part could

actually be switched off (only regarding the dispersion; an advanced particle model with skewed

pdf still would be needed to scope with convective conditions). For mesoscale applications, the

additional dispersion caused by the particle model is unlikely to influence the results. For the

intermediate field (as defined in section 2.2.2), however, this approach will yield better results if the

dispersion covered by the puff- and particle-part of any combined model sums up to 100%, where

the relation between the two parts depends on the puff size.

2.4  VALIDATION

2.4.1 Model validation experiments

Due to the very limited amount of suitable experimental data on spatially inhomogeneous

dispersion events, for which the PPM has been designed, this first validation is performed using

tracer data from simpler flow configurations. The data sets used to validate the PPM are all from

tracer experiments over flat terrain with a roughness length which is assumed to be constant, and

without any information provided concerning the variation of the wind during the individual hours

of measurement.

In a series of workshops that aimed at harmonising short-range dispersion models in Europe

(Olesen and Mikkelsen 1992; Cuvelier 1993; Kretzschmar et al. 1994; Kretzschmar and Cosemans

1996) three ‘reference data sets’ were defined for model comparison (Olesen 1995a).

From the Copenhagen tracer experiment, data from 9 hours of measurements under conditions of

forced convection are available. The tracer was released at a height of 115 m, over a suburban

surface. For the experiments in Lillestrøm, strongly stable winter conditions prevailed during the 8

observational periods of 15 minutes each. The experiment took place in a suburban environment,

with a release height of 36 m. In the Kincaid tracer experiment, convective conditions were

observed during most of the 171 hours of measurements within the present data set. The tracer was

injected into the exhaust gases of a power plant situated in a rural environment at a height of 187 m.

This short overview over the tracer experiments shows that these data sets represent a wide range of

atmospheric stability conditions, and are suited for model validation. More details about the tracer
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experiments can be found in Gryning and Lyck (1984) for Copenhagen, Haugsbakk and Tønnesen

(1989) for Lillestrøm and Bowne and Londergan (1983) for Kincaid. For the present validation, all

runs of these three experiments have been simulated, except for the Lillestrøm data set where u*

was recorded as zero during one of the runs, a condition which the PPM cannot handle.
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Figure 5 Simulated ground level concentrations for the Copenhagen tracer experiment (run from 30 April,
1979). The source location is indicated by ‘A’. The concentration values are displayed at three
virtual receptor arcs at 2, 4.2 and 5.9 km distance down wind from the source and in the plume
centre line.

In all three tracer experiments, the receptors were placed on several arcs downwind of the source,

and hourly (Lillestrøm: quarter-hourly) average measurements of the tracer concentrations were

made at 2 m above ground. The mean wind speed was measured at different levels. For Kincaid,

values for u*  and Obukhov length, L, are based on the meteorological pre-processor of Hanna and

Paine (1989). Mixing-depth estimates come from several daily radiosonde soundings. For

Copenhagen u*  and L were determined using a method identical to the one given in Hanna and

Paine (1989). The mixing height is based on a daily radio sounding. In Lillestrøm, u*  and L were

determined from sonic anemometer measurements at 10 m height. No mixing-depth information is

available.

Additionally, for the Copenhagen and Lillestrøm data sets, measurements of the velocity statistics,
2
2u  and 2

3u , are available (those for the Kincaid experiment are generally considered to be

unreliable). The releases in Copenhagen and Lillestrøm were non-buoyant, whereas at Kincaid a
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very strong plume rise (with vertical exit velocities in the range of 10–30 m s–1 and a temperature

excess of over 100 deg C) has to be taken into account.

In general, in Copenhagen and Lillestrøm the measured concentration patterns on the arcs (i.e. the

cross-wind contribution) exhibit more or less Gaussian shapes. Therefore, even Gaussian plume

models can be expected to yield realistic results, although some meandering in Lillestrøm seems to

have occurred. On the other hand, the concentration patterns observed on the receptor positions in

Kincaid indicate that, owing to the convective conditions and possibly wind shear, the continuous

plume release is torn into pieces. The lateral concentration pattern is very irregular in almost all the

experiments.

2.4.2 Validation set-up

The scaling parameters provided with the data sets (u*, L, zi) are used as model input. Where

measurements of 2
2u  and 2

3u  were available (Copenhagen and Lillestrøm), the parametrized

profiles were scaled (i.e. multiplied with the same constant for all heights) in order to match the

measured values. The simulations are performed essentially by rebuilding the experimental set-up.

Figure 5 depicts an example of the placement of the simulated receptors on 3 arcs and in the plume

centre line. At the mixing height as well as at the ground, perfect reflection without any deposition

of pollutants is assumed. For the Gaussian concentration distribution belonging to each puff, six

image sources are assumed at z = –hs, 2zi –hs, –2zi – hs, 4zi – hs etc., where hs is the actual height of

the puff’s centre. In the case of the Lillestrøm experiments, the height of the stable boundary layer,

which had not been measured, is determined according to ci fLudz ∗= , with d = 0.28 (Stull

1988). To ensure that the inverse of the time steps for the simulation lies in the inertial subrange for

the particle part of the model, the criteria after Rotach et al. (1996) are applied.

The mean wind profile was determined based on an approach from Sorbjan (see Rotach et al.

(1996) for details) and has been scaled to minimise the sum of squared differences from the

measurements. From the predicted concentrations at the individual receptors, the arcwise maximum

concentration, the standard deviation of the concentration distribution on the arc and the cross-wind

integrated concentration (on the arc) are determined.

2.4.3 Results

As statistical measures to describe the model performance, the fractional bias, FB =

( ) ( ){ }pred.obs.pred.obs. 5.0 CCCC ′+′′−′ , the normalised mean square error, NMSE =

( ) ( )pred.obs.
2

pred.obs. CCCC ′′′−′  and the correlation coefficient, COR =
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( )( ) ( )pred.obs.pred.pred.obs.obs. σσCCCC ′−′′−′  are determined; obs.C ′  is the normalised observed

concentration, QCC obs.obs. =′  where Q denotes the source strength; pred.C ′  is the simulated one, and

σobs. and σpred. are the respective standard deviations. Confidence limits have been calculated using

the seductive blockwise bootstrap resampling method proposed by Hanna (1989). 1000 samples

from obs.C ′ – pred.C ′  pairs are taken, and 95% confidence limits are based on the 2.5% and 97.5%

quantiles of the distribution of statistics for the 1000 samples (so-called bootstrap-percentile

confidence intervals).
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Figure 6 Scatter plots of the observed and predicted (PPM) arcwise maximum concentrations for (a) the
Copenhagen and (b) the Lillestrøm tracer experiment. The dashed lines limit the area with a
predicted value within a factor of 2 of the observed value.

(a) Copenhagen

The simulated results for the Copenhagen experiment show, in general, a good correspondence to

the observations (Fig. 6(a)). Since the receptors during the Copenhagen experiment seem to have

missed the concentration maximum, which occurred closer to the source than the closest receptor,

no conclusion can be drawn concerning the ability of the PPM to predict the maximum surface

concentration. Figure 6(a) shows the comparison of the observed and predicted arcwise maximum

concentrations. Only two predicted values differ from the observation by more than a factor of 2.

These data points belongs to the only experimental run for which the parametrized profile of wind

fluctuation standard deviations had to be multiplied by a high factor, in order to let the profile

match the measured value (see section 2.4.2). On average, a small underprediction of the arcwise
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maximum (ArcMax) and a more pronounced underprediction of the cross-wind integrated

concentration (CIC) can be observed (positive FB in Fig. 8). The underprediction is significantly

different from zero, on a 95% level for CIC (i.e. the confidence limits do not include zero). The

correlation is remarkably high for ArcMax and somewhat lower for CIC. The scatter (i.e. the

NMSE) is rather low for the predicted ArcMax and, as for the FB, higher for the CIC, and differs

from zero on a 95% level in both cases.

The results of using the Lagrangian particle dispersion model (LPDM) of Rotach et al. (1996) alone

(which constitutes the particle part of the PPM) are also shown in Fig. 8 for CIC. For the

Copenhagen data set the PPM performs only slightly worse than the full particle model, indicating

that the approximation of a number of particles as a puff (according to the second interpretation of

the PPM concept in section 2.2.1) does not lead to a much worse performance, while additionally

providing information on the lateral concentration distribution.

(b) Lillestrøm

For the Lillestrøm experiment, the statistical measures for the ArcMax are encouraging (Fig. 6(b)).

Regarding the difficult dispersion regime, the NMSE of below unity (see Fig, 9) can be regarded as

satisfying. Note however, that a single data point (see Fig. 6(b)) has a very strong influence on

these statistical measures. This leads to very large confidence limits. For two succeeding

observational periods with a very small Obukhov length (12 January 1987), the PPM predicts the

maximum concentration far away from the source, while the measurements indicate a well-defined

maximum close to the source as for the other episodes (not shown). Therefore, the CIC is

underpredicted by roughly 30% on average, with the most severe underpredictions for the arc

closest to the source. The underprediction of the ArcMax is lower and not significantly different

from zero on a 95% level. Compared to the LPDM, the PPM even performs slightly better in NMSE

and COR.

(c) Kincaid

The release during the Kincaid experiment was highly buoyant. The effective plume height has

been parametrized using the formulae of Briggs (1984) (for all models compared in section 2.4.4).

Figure 7(a) depicts a scatter plot of the results for the Kincaid experiment. For the present

validation, those hours of measurements tagged as ‘quality 3’ (Olesen 1995a) have been selected.

This highest-quality tag indicates that a clearly defined maximum concentration could be identified

on the receptor arcs. The quality-3 subset contains a total of 338 receptor arc measurements.

Considering the patchy concentration patterns observed during the Kincaid campaign, plume
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models not suited for convective conditions will tend to fail. Advanced particle models based on a

skewed probability function are expected to yield better results. The same holds true for the PPM

since it uses a particle model allowing for a convective pdf (section 2.2.3). Because of the

stochastic nature of the experimental data, no model can be expected to be able to predict to a good

correspondence the spatial and time-dependent concentration distribution. But the distribution of

predictions should resemble the distribution of the measurements. Therefore, and since the number

of observations is much larger than for the two other experiments, a quantile-quantile plot is shown

in Fig. 7(b). The agreement between the distribution of predicted and observed ArcMax appears to

be very good, with a slight tendency of overprediction towards high concentration values.
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Figure 7 (a) Scatter plot and (b) quantile-quantile plot of observed (obs.) and predicted (pred.) arcwise
maximum concentrations for the Kincaid tracer experiment.

No reliable measurements of the CIC are available for the Kincaid data set. The underprediction of

the PPM on the ArcMax is modest and not significantly different from zero (Fig. 10). The

correlation of approx. 0.4 is also considered to be a very good result with respect to very irregular

concentration patterns. The latter, of course, is responsible for the value of the NMSE close to unity.

In general, the fact that this data set consists of 338 data points leads to more precise estimates of

the model performance than depicted by the other statistical measures discussed in this section.

This becomes evident in the confidence limits which are generally smaller than those shown in

Figs. 8 and 9 (see Fig. 10).
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Figure 8 Copenhagen. NMSE, COR and FB for arc-wise maximum, ArcMax (shown with dots, ¥), and
cross-wind integrated concentration, CIC (minus sign, –). 23 observations. The vertical lines show
the 95% confidence limits calculated with bootstrap resampling. The horizontal lines depict the
values for a perfect model (NMSE and FB: 0, COR: 1) (data of the other models from Olesen,
1995b). For the acronyms of the other models see text. LPDM refers to the Lagrangian Particle
Dispersion Model of Rotach et al. (1996).
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Figure 9 As Fig. 8 but for the Lillestrøm experiment and 20 observations.

2.4.4 Comparison to other models

The results for the simulations with the PPM and the LPDM are also compared to those of five

other dispersion models. These are the HPDM-4 (Hybrid Plume Dispersion Model; Hanna and

Chang 1993), the Danish OML (Operationalske Modeller om Luftforureninger; Olesen et al. 1992),

the IFDM (Immission and Frequency Distribution Model; Cosemans et al. 1992), INPUFF

(Integrated Puff dispersion model; Sandu 1995), and UK-ADMS (Atmospheric Dispersion

Modelling System; Carruthers et al. 1992). The OML and UK-ADMS are new-generation Gaussian
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plume models, whereas IFDM and INPUFF are a Gaussian plume and puff model, respectively,

depending on stability classes, and the HPDM is a new-generation hybrid model consisting of four

sub-models for different atmospheric stability regimes. For the Copenhagen and the Lillestrøm data

set, all models but the OML used the measured values of 2
2u  and 2

3u . For the model

intercomparison, 95% confidence intervals are estimated on the differences in FB and NMSE

between each pair of models, using the bootstrap resampling (Hanna 1989). Models are considered

as having different performance only if their FB and/or NMSE are different on a 95% level. While

comparing the performance of the PPM and the LPDM with the other models, it should be kept in

mind that the PPM requires much larger (roughly 2 orders of magnitude) computational time than

models solving plume equations analytically, and the LPDM even needs another factor of ten times

more CPU time than the PPM.

All models, including the PPM and the LPDM, underpredict the surface concentrations for the

Copenhagen data set (positive FB, Fig. 8). This has been attributed by Rotach and de Haan (1997)

to the influence of the rough urban character of the underlying surface, which leads to the formation

of an urban roughness sublayer. Using the LPDM, Rotach and de Haan (1997) have shown, that

this underprediction can be resolved when the turbulence and flow structure of an urban roughness

sublayer is explicitly taken into account. The performance of the IFDM model, which relies on

stability classes, is remarkable. Most models perform better on predicting the CIC than the ArcMax

(this is most pronounced for the ADMS and OML models, which have severe difficulties predicting

the ArcMax but perform clearly better on the CIC). The correlation coefficient is generally very

high, with the values of the INPUFF model being lowest. Comparing the models, the performance

of the PPM is significantly better than that of the HPDM, OML and ADMS, regarding the FB and

NMSE. Concerning COR, the PPM differs significantly only from the INPUFF model. For CIC, the

PPM can only be said to be significantly better than the OML (regarding NMSE and FB) and the

ADMS and IFDM (FB).

For Lillestrøm, all models perform worse in terms of the given statistical measures than for the

Copenhagen data set. Generally, large differences can be detected between the individual models

(Fig. 9). For all the experiments in Lillestrøm, the sun was at a very low angle (they were started

only 15 minutes after sun rise on average). Furthermore, no stable boundary layer heights were

observed (a ground-based inversion was present). The INPUFF and IFDM model do not require a

mixing depth as input; the LPDM, HPDM, PPM and ADMS use the parametrisation given in

section 2.4.2, where the ADMS assumes a minimum value of 50 m (Carruthers 1997, personal
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communication). The OML assumed the mixing depth to have a constant value of 200 m. These

different parametrizations are likely to have a strong impact on the simulation results. Nevertheless,

the results from the PPM seem to be encouraging as compared to the other models (Fig. 9). The

PPM has a smaller bias and scatter (NMSE) than all other models, and the smaller confidence limits

(though still very large) also show up in a high COR value. Because of the very large confidence

limits, differences between the PPM and other models for ArcMax are significant compared to

HPDM, OML and ADMS (regarding NMSE and FB). For CIC predictions, differences are

significant for the HPDM and ADMS (NMSE) and to all models regarding FB.
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Figure 10 As Fig. 8 but for the Kincaid tracer experiment and for 338 observations.

For the Kincaid experiment, the large differences in model performance, even between the three

Gaussian plume models (Fig. 10) is partly due to the fact that some modellers used the observed

mixing height as input parameter, whereas others used the results from a meteorological pre-

processor. For the present simulations with the PPM, the predicted mixing heights after Hanna and

Paine (1989) are used. The HPDM also used these predicted values, whereas the other models (i.e.

OML and ADMS) used the observed values.  For several non-zero observations, most of them

measured after sun set, the PPM gives a prediction of zero. The PPM has a very low bias, not

significantly different from zero, and a modest scatter (NMSE) and correlation. Overall, the PPM

performs best, with similar NMSE and COR as the HPDM (the second-best model), but with a

significantly smaller FB. This probably is caused by the fact that the PPM is the only model using a

convective pdf. The results for the Kincaid data set might be regarded more valuable, because of

the high number of observations allowing for a better model intercomparison.
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2.5  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, an approach to model dispersion is presented which aims at combining the

advantages of puff models and particle models. The resulting model type is called Puff-Particle

Model (PPM). In the PPM, a few hundred puffs are simulated in three-dimensional space, as

compared to many thousand particles usually required in pure particle models. The concept of the

PPM is very simple: while puff growth is described by the concept of relative dispersion (thus

accounting for eddies smaller than the puff), the effect of meandering (i.e. the variation between the

trajectories of different puffs) due to larger eddies (larger than the actual puff size) is simulated by

introducing puff centre trajectories derived from particle trajectories from a particle model. Thus,

the PPM can be interpreted in two ways: first, compared to conventional Lagrangian particle

models the PPM requires less computing time, not accompanied by a significant loss in accuracy;

second, it can be regarded as a puff model for applications in which no frequently updated

meteorological fields are available to resolve all eddies larger than the puffs. Thus, in the absence

of frequently updated meteorological information, the PPM is able to give better predictions in the

near-field compared to traditional puff models. If one puff trajectory is followed, this gives a single

realisation of an instantaneous release, with the correct dispersion (relative diffusion). Averaging

over, say, one thousand such realisations gives an appropriate picture of the additional effect caused

by meandering, since the meandering effect of all those eddies larger than the puff, but not resolved

by the flow field, is simulated using stochastic puff-centre trajectories, yielding the correct

ensemble plume statistics.

The validation with the data from three different tracer experiments covering all atmospheric

stability conditions, shows a good model performance for the prediction of both the maximum

concentration on an arc of receptors (ArcMax) and the cross wind integrated concentration (CIC).

In general, the predictions of the PPM have statistical measures which are better than those of other

models.

The PPM allows for a correct description of dispersion, regardless of the updating frequency of

flow field information, i.e. regardless of the fact whether all large eddies are resolved by the flow

field. This way, the modeller is not forced to choose between absolute dispersion (and only

allowing for one flow field per, say, 60 minutes in order not to overestimate dispersion) on the one

hand, and the use of relative diffusion on the other hand, with the effect of missing part of the

dispersion, which will be most important for near- and intermediate-field concentration predictions.

Instead, the modeller might use just as many flow field information updates as there are available.
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The main fields of possible application of the PPM are those of conventional puff models, where

the turbulence statistics of the flow field are sparse or infrequently provided. Additionally, the PPM

has advantages for situations in which particle models have their strength (e.g. convective boundary

layers, or in and above canopies), since it requires less computing time than the latter and at the

same time offers the advantages of puff models, especially concerning the treatment of buoyant

plume rise.
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